
Here at Middle State we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION: HUILA
VARIETAL: CATURRA, CASTILLO
PROCESS:  WASHED
ELEVATION: 1750-1950 MASL

SAN AUGUSTIN / COLOMBIA
Lemon Custard, Green Apple, Complex, Pomegranate

This Colombian offering comes from contributions of multiple smallholder farmers that reside in the areas surrounding the town of San 

Agustín, Huila. In this specific region of Colombia, the average farm size is about 2.5 hectares. This equates to about 12,000 trees per farmer; 

and, if all goes well with harvest and processing, an average of 0.7 kilograms of exportable green coffee per tree, per year. After accounting 

for defects and all lower-quality beans, the average farmer in San Agustín is producing about 15–25 bags of exportable coffee per hectare, per 

year. As for which bags pass the quality control inspections and are accepted into microlot offerings—this number is rather small.

This coffee is just that: the top tier of quality from multiple smallholding producers. It has been cupped, vetted, and blended together to 

produce a regional offering that allows more farmers to receive more payment for better-quality coffee.

This is our 3rd coffee from Fairfield Trading Company. We’re stoked to keep working with FFTC as they are quickly becoming the standard for 
connecting farmers to roasters on small projects in Colombia. Typically they work with farmers in the south east region of Acevedo, which is 
where the other two coffees we sourced through them came from. This one however is from the opposite side of the country.

This coffee is the culmination of a ton of hard work and meticulous sorting and blending. This lot is the tippy top. The flavor is next level, and 

a perfect example of what happens when a group of talented producers work together.



Here at Middle State we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION: IHUAMACA
VARIETAL: CATUAI, CATURRA
PROCESS:  WASHED
ELEVATION: 1700 MASL

DIONISIO PINTADO / PERU
Watermelon Candy, Juicy, Red Pear, Grape

This is an SHB EP grade coffee from Ihuamaca which is a subregion of San Ignacio in Cajamarca Peru. This coffee comes from Finca La Gaviota 

and prodcuer Dionisio Pintado. Growing altitude for this lot is 1750 masl and varieties include Caturra and Catuai.



Here at Middle State we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION: PENA BLANCA
VARIETAL: CATUAI
PROCESS:  WASHED
ELEVATION: 1500 MASL

JOSE ESTEBAN / HONDURAS
Milk Chocolate, Pear, Silky, Raisin, Marzipan

This super microlot separated coffee is from producer Jose Esteban Madrid Cristal and was dry milled at Beneficio San Vicente. San Vicente is 
a special place. 

Beneficio San Vicente is a family owned and operated dry mill and exporter located in the town of Pena Blanca in Northwestern Honduras. 
Founder and longtime coffee buyer Fidel Paz constructed the current milling facility in 2000 as production in the surrounding area (Santa 
Barbara) increased, affording the family the opportunity to connect their producing community directly to international buyers. Fidel’s sons 
Benjamin and Fidel, as well as nephew Arturo, play integral roles in their unique and holistic approach to creating opportunity with and for 
the local producing community. Over the years, San Vicente has become a financing partner for new and existing growers, allowing producers 
to find buyers willing to pay fair and competitive prices instead of floor prices. Additionally, they are regularly available to deliver farm-level 
agronomic consultation as well as advice for processing cherry to produce the highest quality possible. As a result, the number of farmers 
separating and differentiating their coffees for sale into the specialty market is growing each year. To best support these producers, San 
Vicente does not buy their coffees as an intermediary, but rather connects these producers directly to buyers for more transparent price 
negotiations. Coffees produced within the San Vicente community frequently place as finalists in the national Cup of Excellence competition 
year after year, establishing the mill and family as a globally recognized leader among specialty coffee producers in Honduras.

It’s fresh crop party in Honduras, and you’re invited. A lot of the best coffee in Honduras is processed at this mill, and this is the first time 
we’ve had an opportunity to buy from it. We bought 6 out of the 7 bags of this microlot and we’re v stoked on it. Get it here and (almost) 
nowhere else. 



Here at Middle State we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION: HUEHUETENANGO
VARIETAL: CATURRA, BOURBON, CATUAI, MUNDO NOVO
PROCESS:  WASHED
ELEVATION: 1550 MASL

PALHU / GUATEMALA / LANDSPEED
Brown Sugar, Lime, Plum, Apple Juice

The Palhu is sourced from Finca La Providencia located in the municipality of San Pedro Necta, within the department of Huehuetenango, 

Guatemala. La Providencia is owned and operated by Maximiliano Palacios (Max), a third generation coffee farmer. The name of the coffee, 

Palhu, is formed from a combination of the family name Palacios and the department of Huehuetenango. The heart of La Providencia is a 

beautifully maintained mill that begins at a highpoint on the sloped property, designed to take full advantage of gravity, where the ripe 

cherries are placed in water and carried through the depulping process on a series of intricate canals to the drying patios below.

It’s summer and fresh crop Guatamalans are in. For this version of our Landspeed blend, we were looking for something to pair with the 

washed Ethiopian component that would give us a brighter, juicier, summeryer cup, and this Guat is perfect. It brings a lemon acidity along 

with a more rustic sugar profile that we think is super sessionable brewed, perfect on it’s own as espresso, and amazing in milk. We’re 

stoked.



Here at Middle State we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION: GEDEO ZONE
VARIETAL: HEIRLOOM
PROCESS:  WASHED
ELEVATION: 2200-3000(!) MASL

CHELELEKTU / ETHIOPIA / LANDSPEED
Jasmine, Honey, Day Lily, Pear

Traversing east about 30 minutes off the main road north out of Yirgacheffe township, one comes to the famous Idido mill (formerly Abdullah 
Bagersh’s Misty Valley) and then around the hillside to the very well-run Idido Cooperative. While still technically within the realm of the 
Yirgacheffe District, you are standing right on the border of an area called Repe. Continuing up the Komolcha Drainage to the northeast, you 
will find yourself atop the Benti-Gure Ridge. The altitudes here reach 3000 meters-- making them, in effect, the paramo of the entire Gedeo 
Zone. While coffee cannot grow that high, of course, along the flanks of this ridge there are trees producing at altitudes up to 2500 meters! 
This shocking statistic has been verified by altimeter. The Torea Station is located below the ridge and is the main catchment for farmers 
coming down along the drainage. This coffee has been prepared to a Grade 1 standard (meaning 0-3 defects per 300 gram sample).

Look at the altitude on this coffee. It’s bonkers. On it’s own, the Chelelektu is a coffee that we look forward to every year. It’s from Gedeo 
zone, which is a region that we know really well. In fact I think it’s safe to say that it’s our favorite region. Year after year, lot after lot, it 
consistently produces coffees that we love. Like. Always. And that’s why a washed ethiopian will always be a component in the landspeed 
blend. It brings the clean fruit, clean acidity, and floral notes that we love.



Here at Middle State we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION: CHIRRIPO
VARIETAL: CATURRA, VILLASARCHI
PROCESS:  BLACK HONEY
ELEVATION: 1500-1800 MASL

REGULO CHACON / COSTA RICA
Honey, Greengage Plum, Pineapple, Clean Acidity

This is an SHB EP Grade Black Honey processed microlot from Finca El Mango, which is located in the Rivas district of the Chirripo region of 
Costa Rica. This lot was harvested by Regulo Urena Chacon and the Urena family who have been harvesting since 2005. Growing altitude for 
this lot ranges from 1350 masl - 1825 masl and varieties harvested include Red and Yellow Catuai, Caturra, and some Villasarchi. Coffees are 
dried on patio and raised beds.

This pulped natural is taken a bit deeper into the dry process of the pulped natural process.  It is maybe the hardest of all the variations of 
the honey process to achieve due to its longevity on the drying table.  Could easily get really funky and over ripe/fermenty/way to winey 
tasting. These guys nailed it though. The cool thing about this coffee is that during the 2 week drying phase of the process, it was primarily in 
shade, which in our opinion is awesome. Think of lying out in the sun to get a tan. You want a nice even tan. You may however fall asleep, 
and get tan on one side, and burnt on the other. Same thing here. When naturals and honeys are drying in the sun, or partial shade, someone 
may not be monitoring them as closely as they need to, causing un even drying of the mucilage thats still left on the seed. When dried in 
partial shade, there is less chance of over drying on certain parts of the seed. It’s still closely monitored, but the risk of uneven drying is 
waaaay lower. 

This is our first fresh crop Costa Rican of the season. We’ve been looking for over a month and tasted a ton of Costas, both honey and 
washed, and finally landed on this Hawaiian Punch of a coffee. Purple fruits dominate the flavors in a brewed cup, but on espresso it’s 
straight tropical. Like, Jimmy Buffet would write a song about it, tropical. Like, probably serve it with a cocktail umbrella, tropical.



Here at Middle State we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION: GEDEO ZONE
VARIETAL: HEIRLOOM
PROCESS:  NATURAL
ELEVATION: 2000-2300 MASL

GELGELU EDEMA / ETHIOPIA
Peach, Anise, Strawberry Fruit Leather, Syrupy

This coffee is produced by Gelgelu Edema and processed as a separate lot at the Worka Cooperative where Gelgelu Adema is a member. The 

Worka cooperative is located in the southern district of Gedeb in the Gedeo Zone within the Southern Nations, Nationalities, and Peoples' 

Region, Ethiopia. Gelgelu Edema is part of the single producer project developed jointly between the Yirgacheffe Coffee Farmers Cooperative 

Union (YCFCU) and Royal Coffee. The project was initiated in 2012 with a handful of ‘Model’ producers from cooperatives organized under the 

YCFCU umbrella who have been willing to work with a rigorous set of processing standards, regular farm visits from the Royal team, and 

higher cup qualifications. In exchange, producers earn higher quality premiums based on the sale of their individual lots. The popularity of 

the single producer project has led to increased participation and an opportunity to showcase more coffee from the growing numbers of small 

and talented producers who continue to work in the cooperative system.

Gedeo zone coffees are our jam, but almost always washed process. Enter the Gelgelu Edema. The Gelgelu crushed at the cupping table, 

standing out against all of the Sidamo naturals. It fully delivers the fruit that we look for in dry process coffees, but without the cloudiness or 

fermenty flavor. It’s syrupy, it tastes like strawberries, it’s amazing brewed, and it’s going to kill it on espresso.

Add to that the fact that this is part of a single producer project with super high quality and production standards, and you have a coffee that 

is on another level, and will only get better.



Here at Middle State we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION: ANTIGUA
VARIETAL: BOURBON, CATURRA
PROCESS:  WASHED
ELEVATION: 1800 MASL

EDUARDO FIGUEROA / GUATEMALA
Cherry Cola, Complex, Lemon Acitidy, Fig Cookie

This coffee is sourced from a family owned farm located near the city of Antigua within the department of Sacatepéquez, Guatemala.  Coffee 
produced in the Antigua region has a protected designation of origin (PDO) because of Antigua’s renowned coffee reputation. Elizabeth Hegel 
de Figuera and Eduardo Figueroa own the San Juan Estate and Luis Pedro Zelaya, a fourth-generation coffee farmer, manages the farm and 
processes the coffee. With over 100 years of family knowledge and a formal education in agronomy, Luis Pedro has the unique ability to bring 
tradition and innovation together. At the coffee mill it is easy to see traditional fermentation, while at the same time, cutting edge drying 
techniques practiced in a recently constructed solar dryer with three tiers of drying beds and sensors to precisely manage temperature.

This is our first fresh crop Guatemalan of the season and it is dreamy AF. For us, we're always looking for sessionability in Guatemalan coffees, 
and this one delivers. It's not a floral fruit bomb, but it does have a cola like effervescence that sets it apart from the pack. Like...way apart.



Here at Middle State we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION: JIMMA
VARIETAL: HEIRLOOM
PROCESS:  WASHED
ELEVATION: 1900-2100 MASL

NANO CHALLA / ETHIOPIA
Raspberry, Peaches and Cream, Clean, Guava

The name Nano Challa refers to a local mythic tale about a challenge to become King of Jimma, and the coop adopted it to signify their 
desire to be a strong cooperative. Indeed, many coops in the West of Ethiopia have struggled to find good buyers who will pay enough for the 
coffee, to manage their own debts, and from internal struggles and graft. Nano Challa was formed as part of an initiative to aid farmers in a 
more comprehensive way. The program was administered by a non-government organization that not only coordinates agronomists and 
managers for each of the coops they work with, but also has a business adviser assigned that helps the cooperative manage their debt, 
re-invest in quality improvements at the mill, and verifies distribution of income to all members. They've since "graduated" from this 
program, and are now part of an independent, local Union who assist the cooperatives with functions like marketing, exporting, and general 
representation on an international scale. Nano Challa is a smaller cooperative coffee mill near Gera town in the Agaro area, Western Ethiopia. 
(The area also has some of the finest honey available in Ethiopia). The farms are at altitudes between 1900 to 2100 meters, planted in old 
regional varieties of coffee.

We’ve been trying to get ahold of this coffee for three years. In fact we’ve been buying bags of it retail from others because we like it so 
much. This is it. Through an epic stroke of luck we were able to snag it through one of our importers. This coffee is a dream. Peaches and 
cream.



Here at Middle State we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION: NYERI
VARIETAL: SL-28, SL-34, RUIRU 11
PROCESS:  WASHED
ELEVATION: 1700 MASL

NDURUTU / KENYA
Mandarin, Juicy, Currant Jam, Cherry Cola

This coffee comes to us courtesy of the Rutuma Cooperative Society, an organization comprised of seven factories located on the southern 
slopes of Mt. Kenya, in the Nyeri District. This area sits at an average altitude of 1700-800 meters above sea level, has rich volcanic sandy 
soil, and is generally planted with the SL 28 and SL 34 varieties. As the flowering season happens from March through April, harvest follows 
from November through December throughout the region. Coffee is harvested fully ripe, depulped and fermented with fresh river water from 
the Kemeria streams, washed, and set to dry in the sun on raised beds. At this stage it is turned and sorted until at a stable moisture.

Fresh crop Kenya, y’all. It’s time. We tested this coffee against six others and the Ndurutu dominated on the cupping table. This is the first of 
this season’s Kenyans for us and we are jazzed AF. We bought half the lot. Sweet sweet citrus and cherry cola.



Here at Middle State we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION: JIMMA ZONE
VARIETAL: HEIRLOOM
PROCESS:  WASHED
ELEVATION: 1900-2200 MASL

YUKRO / ETHIOPIA
Grape Candy, Orange, Berries, Guava, Clean

This will be our fourth year buying, roasting, and serving this beautiful coffee from the Jimma Zone of Ethiopia. We had first experienced this 
coffee from a few other roasters we admired from years past. It stuck into our memory pretty quickly with how well it reacted as espresso as 
well as filtered coffee. Upon buying it for the first time, and then sample roasting it, we quickly knew that this would hopefully be a coffee 
we would work with for many years to come. This year, the Yukro has impressed us even more with it’s effervescence, fruitiness, and overall 
complexity in the cup. It shines through on any brewing method, and kills as espresso, punching you in the face with candied fruit, and a huge 
syrupy mouthfeel. The meticulous processing, and sorting of this coffee really is reflected in the end result.

This coffee comes from the Western part of Ethiopia. Specifically, the Gera district of Jimma. This is the Ninth year that this beautiful coffee 
has been produced, and it seems as if it just keeps getting better and better. It is fully washed with a 12 hour fermentation. It is then layer 
out for 7-12 days to dry, and to be hand sorted on raised beds. We hope you enjoy this one as much as we do.



Here at Middle State, we roast every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.  We ask you please that all orders are in by no later than Monday at noon.  Your 
coffee will ship out no later than the end of the business day on either Tuesday or Wednesdays depending on the day the order is recieved.   We use 
UPS 2 day ground shipping, so it gets there pretty quickly.  

To place an order please visit our online wholesale store or email orders@middlestatecoffee.com. For sample inquiries, or for other info please email  
mike@middlestatecoffee.com.

LOCATION: TOLIMA
VARIETAL: CASTILLO, CATURRA
PROCESS:  WASHED, SUGARCANE E.A.
ELEVATION: 1600-1700 MASL

DECAF / COLOMBIA
Peach, Cherry Lemonade, Toasted Hazelnut, Silky

This is our Decaf coffee. It is really really good, for a decaf anyways. In fact, we have drank it and served it many times without telling 
people it was decaf, and they had no idea. It brews really nice and sweet with a great mouthfeel in filters, and tastes like a normal Colombi-
an coffee when pulled as espresso. We don’t roast it to the point where you can’t taste the coffe either. We want you to taste the coffee, 
because it’s not a shitty decaf.

Here is alittle bit about this special process the coffee goes through to become a great tasting decaf. Sugarcane Ethyl Acetate (E.A.) 
Decaffeination is a natural process that not only maintains astonishing integrity of green-coffee flavor, but also allows us to offer decaffeinat-
ed coffee that follows an integrated vertical supply chain, as the growing, processing, and even the full decaffeination process all happens at 
the source in Colombia.


